
Unity Tutorial 3
CSC 3150/9010 - Game Development

1 Scripting

In this lesson you’ll be introduced to how you can program in Unity. Programming in Unity is a
bit different than most game engines because of its component-based design.

2 Altering Behavior With Custom Components: Scripts

In Unity, your scripts exist as components, just like Rigidbody components or Light components.
You have to attach them to game objects for them to run.
Let’s start with a new empty project.

Now we’ll create a script file. Go to your Project View and you’ll see a small “Create” button.
Click it and choose “C# Script” from the menu that appears. You’ll be given an option to rename
the file. Name it “Rotate”.

Double click on your Rotate C# script. MonoDevelop should open so you can edit the code.
You’ll see it has some template code written for you.

Let’s start adding some code. Add the highlighted code (in line 15) in the Update function:

There are a few things you should notice in our template code.
At the very first line we import the “UnityEngine” namespace. This makes it easier for us to refer
to Unity-specific code.



You’ll see that our file has one class in it with the same name as our filename. This is important.
The class name should match the filename or Unity will have trouble making use of it.
You’ll also see our class inherits from MonoBehaviour. MonoBehaviour is a UnityEngine class meant
as a base class for script components to inherit from. It has a few member variables/properties and
“overrideable” member functions for you to use.
The “transform” that we access in the Update function is one such property. Recall that Transform
is a property that defines our game object’s position, rotation, and scale. The transform property
accessible from scripts then, lets us do various things to the position, rotation, and scale. But this
time, we’re doing it from a script.
Now, the line of code that we added is pretty self-explanatory: it rotates our object by (2,0,0), or
2 degrees in the x-axis, every time Update is called.
Update is called automatically for us every frame. You do not need to make Update public for it
to be called by Unity.
Create a cube with GameObject > Create Other > Cube. Select the cube. Position it somewhere
where the camera can see it.
Now with the cube still selected, drag the Rotate script from the Project View into the Inspector
View.
Now start the game. You should see the cube continually rotate. You can put a light if you want

to see the cube better (GameObject > Create Other > Point Light).
Your Rotate script can be applied to any object you want. Create a few more objects. Try creating
a capsule (GameObject > Create Other > Capsule). Drag your Rotate script to that too. Start
the game. The capsule should rotate too.
This is how scripts in Unity work. You assign them to game objects that you want to be affected
by those scripts. In fact, scripts won’t run unless you assign them to game objects. There are some
exceptions (static classes), but that is the general rule.



3 Using Variables

We all know using constant values is not good. So replace the code to this. You’ll see the changes
highlighted in yellow: Save the file. Go back to the Unity Editor window. You’ll see the Rotate

Speed variable show up in the Inspector
The nice thing is, you can change the value for the Rotate Speed without needing to edit the C#

file.
The value in the Inspector now has higher priority over the default value that you give in the C#
file. If you edit the initial value in the C# file, it won’t affect the current value in the Inspector.
Try changing the value. Then run the game. You should see the speed change accordingly. You
can even change the speed while the game is running!

4 Adapting To The Frame Rate

Its actually not good that we are just giving a constant value per frame to our rotate code. If the
game runs on a slow computer, the Update function would be called a lesser amount of times. This
is because a slow computer can’t cope up. That computer is said to run the game in a low frame
rate.
The rotation then, would be applied a lesser amount of times. This means the game may make the
cube rotate slower in other computers, even if the speed you give in all computers is a constant
value of 2.
What we need to do is to adapt the speed to the frame rate. So instead of saying “rotate by 2
degrees every frame”, we say: “rotate 2 degrees every second”. See the changes in the code below:


